L6820 LOVE, LUST AND VIOLENCE (USA, 1975)
(Other titles: Bucky Beaver goes to the movies, vol. 83; Mafia girls)

Credits: director, Norbert Meisel; writer, Stan Kamber.
Cast: Anthony Fortunado, Sara Bloom, Arem Fisher, Alan Fox, Mike Perry.
Summary: Gangster/pornographic crime thriller set in the contemporary U.S. After a pair of Mafiosi beat up his dead-beat son and rape the son’s girl friend, General Amsford (Fisher), “a former member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,” decides to wage an all-out war on the mob and local don Tony Mandano (Perry). Using both military and CIA contacts, the General recruits ex-Ranger captain, Medal of Honor winner and Vietnam veteran Joe Napoli (Fortunado) to be his primary weapon. Joe has a score of his own to settle with the mob for the murder of his uncle. In a series of raids and ambushes, Joe kills a number of Mafiosi, but although he kills Mandano in the climactic confrontation, he also loses his own life. The action is interspersed and embellished with various sex scenes.

No known reviews. Citation from the Something Weird Video catalog.
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